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Deterrent Folding 
Screen Tech Sheet

An overview of the Spacemaile deterrent screen 
system technical information for interior applications



Spacemaile™ Tech Sheets : Deterrent Folding Screens

Hanging system 
• Head track: 52mm high x 35mm anodised aluminium  
 head track.  
• Folding mechanism: Stainless steel folding armatures at top and  
 bottom of the screen. 
• Wheels: Nylon wheels 
• Operation/handle: In-built lock system to our end lock post.

Spacemaile Deterrent Folding Screens combine low level 
security with our operable screen system to create beautiful 
lockable screens for interior applications such as retail malls, 
offices, libraries, schools and anywhere else you need a lockable 
interior screen.

Features
Stack ratio: Approx. 15% of the overall width. 

Weight: Mesh weighs 3kg m². Head track and folding system weighs 
approx. 4kgs per lineal metre.

 Sizes: Standard components up to 4 metres high with unlimited 
width. Screens over 4 metres high may require upgraded 
componentry.

Locking mechanism: Vertical stainless-steel post with a throw bolt 
into an inset floor socket and top track.

 Colour palette: All Kaynemaile standard colours are suitable for 
Kaynemaile interior use. For colour range visit www.kaynemaile.com/
kaynemaile-colour-palette

Radius: We can manufacture custom curved screens. Our standard 
minimum radius for our track is 1000mm. Contact Kaynemaile to 
discuss your custom requirements.

Folding leaf width: 425mm typical. Allow running clearance of 460-
700mm.

Our Spacemaile deterrent screens use lockable posts combined with in-
set floor sockets allowing you to pre-set your locking position wherever 
you need it along your floor length. Our stainless-steel armatures run the 
full width of the screen allowing the screen to fold to a super low stack 
ratio and providing deterrent level security.

Our deterrent screens are extremely versatile, giving the ability to 
create sectioned-off areas or larger open areas depending on your 
requirements.

We use our own head track system and don’t rely on a bottom track. 
With a wide colour range and great looking components our Spacemaile 
deterrent screens are the best-looking deterrent screens around. 
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Locking posts

Intermediate 
locking posts

Locking mechanism: Stainless-steel 
post with a throw bold into a floor 
socket and top track.

Folding mechanism: Stainless 
steel folding armatures at top 
and bottom of track.

52mm high x 35mm (2" x 
1.37") anodised aluminium 
head track.
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Supplied hardware 
Our deterrent screens are supplied with Kaynemaile mesh, head 
track, folding armatures, locking post system and floor sockets. 
Screw fixings are also supplied to fix into your ceiling or support 
structure.

Locking 
Our locking systems can be re-keyed to suit your requirements. 
Contact Kaynemaile to discuss.

Technical Specifications

Material Engineering grade polycarbonate,  
fire and UV resistant

Visual open area Approximately 25% 

Physical open area Approximately 80%

Weight 3kg m2 

Maximum sheet size Unlimited height and width

Screen thickness 15mm

Colour customisation Available (additional costs may apply  
to small orders)

Diameter of ring 22mm internal, 28mm external

FAQ’s
Does the screen lock into a wall? Our locking posts lock into the 
floor and our head track. They don’t rely on fixing to a wall to lock.

What is the minimum/max width screen I can get? The minimum 
width is 1800mm. We can make our screens as wide as you need 
them.

What is the maximum height? The maximum height with our 
standard components is 4mts. We can make higher screens but 
may have to upgrade some components depending on your 
requirements.

What is the minimum height? The minimum height is 1200mm.

Do I need a steel beam to fix to? Our head track needs to fix to a 
rigid structure to prevent it moving during operation—this could be 
either steel, timber or concrete.

I have HVAC in the way of the ceiling, do you do dropper 
hangers? We don’t do droppers as part of our product range 
however, we can advise you on the requirements.

Do I need a bottom track as well? Our system doesn’t need a 
bottom track however it does need a level and even floor finish for 
the locking system to engage correctly into the floor sockets.

I have underfloor heating is this a problem? To install our floor 
sockets you will need to drill into the floor at least 60mm. You will 
need to confirm the locations of the heating coil before drilling.

Can I change my locking location once installed? Provided you 
can install a floor socket at the point you want to lock then you can 
change your locking location once installed.

Do I need a cupboard to store the screen when open? Our screens 
give you the flexibility to add a lockable holding position so you don’t 
need a storage cupboard. However, if you want to store the screen in 
a cupboard you can.

How much clearance should I allow around the screen? We 
recommend a clearance of 460-700mm around the screen. Curved 
screens typical need more clearance than straight screens.

How to order your screens
To order a deterrent folding screen we need to know:

•  The overall height from the top fixing point to the finished floor  
 point
•  The width of the opening from edge to edge
•  The difference in floor level across the full width of the opening
•  The configuration of leaves and vertical fixed ends
•  Colour
•  Locking post locations

Site requirements
Ceiling head track – our track needs to be fixed into a rigid and level 
sub-structure strong enough to support the weight and operation 
of the screen. Suspended or lightweight ceilings are not suitable as 
substrates and will require additional blocking or sub-structure.

Fixed vertical ends require a suitable substrate to attach the vertical 
track to. Plaster board or light weight wall linings are not suitable.

Our locking post pins go into the floor through our inset floor socket. 
The inset depth can vary based on your floor conditions however 
your floor needs to be level to +/- 10mm across the full width 
otherwise the lockable posts will drag on the floor as the screen is 
operated.

Tiles or uneven floor surfaces may not be suitable for our system. 
Contact Kaynemaile to discuss.

Configuration 
We can incorporate single or split leaves on one head track run. 
Either end can be specified as fixed to a wall post, or both ends can 
be open and operable.

425mm typical

55mm

460-700mm running clearance required

Top Track and Screen Section
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Deterrent Screen Typical Fixing Details

Not to scale. All details are indicative and for your information only.

Screen Closed View Locking Post View

Screen Open View

LOW STACK RATIO
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